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BATTER UP!
OEMS ARE AT THE PLATE

>>

USB ports. Wireless connections. Mobile devices. Remote access. The Connected Enterprise. The Internet
of Things (IoT). Heck, the plain old Internet. All of these and
other technologies are advancing the capabilities of industrial
operations in so many ways that they can’t even be counted. The
advantages for maintenance, worker safety and productivity are
countless. And we’re really just in the infancy of industrial mobility.
That kind of connectivity also means increased security concerns for industrial
companies. Cybercrime costs the global economy an estimated $400 billion per
year, according to a June 2014 study from the Center for Strategic and International Studies. If you’re still thinking you don’t have to worry about network security because your company couldn’t be included in that number, you’re wrong.
Sometimes a company’s own employees simply accidentally introduce a virus
or expose a company’s network to cybercrime through a seemingly innocent act
of using an unsecured USB port or downloading a program. Then there are the
ill-intentioned people in the world who like to cause havoc — sometimes just for
fun, sometimes to steal intellectual property, sometimes for terrorist purposes, or
who knows why.
As a result, machine builders and equipment manufacturers are being proactive
and taking on the role of being part of the network security solution, to help protect
their end-users’ networks from cyber threats. These OEMs are doing it by providing
smart machines and secure connections, following security best practices, and working with their customers to support critical information-sharing priorities.
Our cover story on page 16 in this issue of The Journal sheds light on exactly
how OEMs are providing secure remote access to help prevent unauthorized
access and deter cybercrime on end users’ industrial networks. More and more
OEMs are stepping up to the plate to help end users. Until next time …

The Journal from Rockwell Automation and Our PartnerNetwork is published six times a year by Putman Media, Inc.
“The Journal from Rockwell Automation and Our PartnerNetwork” is a trademark of Rockwell Automation and its
use in the title and masthead of this publication is by license
granted by Rockwell Automation to Putman Media, Inc.
Other trademarks are property of their respective owners.
To subscribe or unsubscribe, e-mail Theresa Houck at
thouck@putman.net.
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N EWS & NOTEWO RTHY

ROCKWELL AUTOMATION NAMED ONE OF
‘WORLD’S MOST ETHICAL COMPANIES’
For the seventh year, company earns recognition for its ethical leadership

>>

For the seventh time, the
Ethisphere Institute has
named Rockwell Automation one of
the “World’s Most Ethical (WME)
Companies,” a recognition that honors
companies that continuously improve
ethical leadership and corporate behavior at every level of their organizations.
“As a seven-time honoree, Rockwell
Automation adopts leading ethical
standards and practices that ensure
long-term value to customers, employees, suppliers and investors,” said
Timothy Erblich, Ethisphere’s chief
executive officer. “Rockwell Automation uses ethics as a means to further
define its industry leadership.”
“Ethics and integrity are deeply
rooted and ingrained in our

culture,” said Keith D. Nosbusch,
Rockwell Automation chairman and
CEO. “I’m proud of our employees
who consistently do the right things,
the right way, every day. They differentiate our company, giving us a
competitive advantage.”
Rockwell Automation also
announced that its 2014 Corporate
Responsibility Report is now
available online and in print (www.
rockwellautomation.com/go/

responsibility). Besides detailing the
company’s approach to ethical business
practices, the report provides highlights
and updates on the company’s
environmental performance, employee
safety and culture, and community
relations initiatives.
Rockwell Automation
Sustainability and Ethics
www.rockwellautomation.com/
about-us/sustainability-ethics

WIN-911 IN IAB,
PROPOSALWORKS

Encompass™ Product Partner WIN911, a provider of alarm notification
software, is now included in

>> PartnerNetwork Brief
POSITAL FRABA Joins CSIA. Encompass™ Product Partner POSITAL has
become a member of the Control Systems Integrators Association (CSIA), a not-forprofit trade association aimed at advancing the practice of systems integration in
industrial control systems. POSITAL supplies motion and position sensors used in
motion control and industrial automation applications. The company’s IXARC rotation sensors, TILTIX inclinometers and LINARIX linear position sensors are used in
material handling, food processing, mining, oil and gas and many other areas to
precisely position mechanical components.

POSITAL-FRABA Inc.
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/p-fraba
WWW.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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N EWS & NOTEWO RTHY
ProposalWorks™ and Integrated Architecture® Builder
(IAB) from Rockwell Automation. Inclusion in
these tools enables ProposalWorks and IAB users to
more easily incorporate alarm notification into their
automation projects.
These tools are used by distributors and system
integrators to build a complete automation package.
ProposalWorks assists with product selection and helps
determine the estimated cost of a project, while IAB
compares elements on a technical level and provides
information to customers regarding the compatibility
of systems.
WIN-911 integrates with Rockwell Automation FactoryTalk® View Site Edition, FactoryTalk View Machine
Edition, and FactoryTalk Alarm and Events to monitor
critical process operations.
WIN-911 Software
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/win-911

NOOK INDUSTRIES, AMCI
FORM PARTNERSHIP

Nook Industries and Advanced Micro Controls, Inc.
(AMCI), both Rockwell Automation Encompass™ Product
Partners, have announced a partnership to offer combined
part, consulting and configuration help to deliver mechatronic automation solutions.
Based in Terryville, Connecticut, AMCI manufactures
specialized position sensing and motion control technology for PLC-based automation systems. The company
provides 24/7 technical support staff, ready to answer
questions about installation, configuration and operation
of all AMCI products.
Nook Industries, based in Cleveland, Ohio, has more than
45 years of experience providing ball screws, jacks, heavyduty electrical cylinders and modular actuators. With a focus
on customer service and custom solutions, they have created
rugged, dependable solutions for multiple industries.
A shared website, partner.nookinfo.com, helps customers find the mechatronic solution needed based on a
known product selection.
“All a customer needs to do is put in the part number
they’re familiar with, be it Nook, AMCI or Allen-Bradley® PLC, and they’ll get a reply with the most complementary products for a total solution. And of course we’ll
be ready for live consultations too,” said Jon Kasberg of
Nook Industries.
WWW.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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Advanced Micro Controls Inc.
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/
p-amci

Nook Industries
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/nook

5G AUTOMATIKA BECOMES
PARTNER

5G Automatika, Ottawa, Canada,
has joined the Encompass™ Partner
Program. The company provides
plant-to-enterprise software for
manufacturing and utility operations.
Enterprise Gateway, version 2.9, released March 16
2015, (see page 44) provides real-time Asset Intelligence Management that enables strategic and competitive advantage to asset intensive utility and manufacturing customers.
The Encompass Program, part of the Rockwell Automation PartnerNetwork, is a third-party product referencing program to help manufacturers quickly locate
products to help solve their applications needs.
5G Automatika
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/5g-automatika

>> PartnerNetwork Brief
Datalogic VP receives the 2015
Richard Dilling Award. Encompass™ Product Partner Datalogic
announced that Matt Schler, vice president New Technologies, received the
Richard Dilling Award from AIM, the
Association for Automatic Identification
and Mobility, for lifetime achievements
that have furthered industry growth
through significant applications and
new technological developments. Mr. Schler joined Datalogic, then Spectra-Physics, 38 years ago, and is currently
responsible for leading the New Technologies Team within
Datalogic Labs.

Datalogic
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/p-datalogic
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PARTNERNET WORK SPACE

PARTNERS HELP BRING FOOD AND
BEVERAGE END USERS SUCCESS

>>

Food and beverage manufacturers, both regionally
and globally, must be able to operate in a highly diversified market.
No longer able to mass produce
a small lot size in long, continuous runs, they must adopt flexible
manufacturing and greater asset
utilization to meet the needs of a
diverse, demographic-driven market.
Rockwell Automation and our PartnerNetwork™ have a large number
of relationships focused on the food
and beverage industries: 31 Solution
Partners, 61 Encompass™ Product
Partners and many OEM Partners
have declared a core competency in
the food and beverage industries, all
served by our proficient Authorized
Allen-Bradley® Distributors.
A holistic, fully integrated approach to the production of products
— from the receipt of raw materials
to the delivery of packaged products — is necessary to help food
and beverage manufacturers deliver
a diverse mix of consistently highquality, safely produced products at
the lowest cost.
The collaborators involved in the
food and beverage industries provide
support where they have the most experience. End users who have worked
with the PartnerNetwork have expeWWW.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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rienced a simplified solution that is
a result of the collaboration between
Rockwell Automation, the PartnerNetwork and our customers.
A study conducted through TechValidate in 2014 showed 63% of end
users recognized the need to optimize their production over the next
three years. By using the experience
of Rockwell Automation and the
leaders of industry that comprise the
PartnerNetwork, customers not only
can improve production, but also
enjoy the innovative knowledge from
our team that can help them achieve
their business goals.

With more than 20 years of
experience at Rockwell Automation, Dave Sharpe recently stepped
into a new role as Global Consumer
Packaged Goods Industry director.
When asked about how he sees our
customers’ experiences improving, he said, “We see our food and
beverage customers focusing on
achieving operational improvements,
meeting customer demands based on
changing global demographics and
improving safety.”
Sharpe advises partners focused on
the food and beverage industry to stay
ahead of changing market trends by
collaborating across the PartnerNetwork program to help these customers.
We know that proof from customers goes a long way — and that’s why
we capture many success stories highlighting effective applications of both
Rockwell Automation® solutions and
those augmented by our partners.
You can discover these success stories
and information about the companies that comprise the PartnerNetwork at www.rockwellautomation.
com/partners.
Anne Vondrak
Manager, PartnerNetwork;
Global Sales and Marketing
Rockwell Automation
JUNE 2015 | THE JOURNAL 13
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UNIQUE CASE PACKER ALLOWS OPERATORS
TO PROGRAM VARIOUS ADJUSTMENT POINTS
Focused on complete end-of-line packaging solutions, Schneider Packaging Equipment’s product
lines include case packing, robotic palletizing and systems integration.

>>

The “end of the line”
often means the final
stages of packaging and shipping
for manufacturers. But for Rockwell
Automation OEM Partner Schneider
Packaging Equipment Co., the end
of the line is just the beginning.
Schneider creates end-of-the-line
packaging solutions from cartoners and case erectors to sealers and
palletizers from its headquarters in
Brewerton, New York. Since 1970,
the company has supplied its end-ofline packaging experience across various industries, including food and
beverage, pharmaceutical, personal
care and chemical.
The company offers integrated
components and subsystems on its
secondary packaging machines. For
example, a cartoner can also weigh
and label cases, allowing operators to
have tight control over logistics and
keep track of where each case is at
any given time.
While about 40% of customers are
interested in these integrated solutions,
the majority of Schneider customers
need a single machine function.
One of those machines is the Vertical Case Packer (VCP), a T-shaped
machine that collates and packages unfilled product containers such as milk
containers or empty juice jugs. The
14 THE JOURNAL | JUNE 2015
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Schneider uses
Rockwell Automation
technology on
the VCP to offer
customers increased
speed and
accuracy with fewer
components.
containers are fed into the machine,
while simultaneously a flat, regular slotted case is pulled from the magazine,
formed, erected and folded above. Once
the containers below are arranged into
the proper formation, they’re lifted up
into the formed box before it’s moved
down the line to be sealed and then
placed onto a pallet or truck.
The VCP includes Schneider’s
Pro-Adjust technology that allows
operators to program in various adjustment points to both the hardware
and the software on the machine,
greatly reducing changeover time.

Integrated Technology

Schneider uses Rockwell Automation
technology on the VCP to offer customers increased speed and accuracy
with fewer components. “In the pack-

aging industry, Rockwell Automation
has been accepted as the standard,”
says Kevin Keefe, marketing manager,
Schneider Packaging Equipment
Co. “They offer constantly evolving technology and products, so our
customers have the latest and greatest
machines to do their jobs well.”
An Allen-Bradley® CompactLogix™
programmable automation controller
(PAC, www.rockwellautomation.com/
go/tjcompactlogix) from Rockwell Automation manages the machine’s collating and packaging processes. Schneider

The Vertical Case Packer (VCP) manufactured
by Schneider Packaging Equipment Co. collates and packages unfilled product containers
such as milk containers or empty juice jugs. A
tightly integrated control system helps ensure
product consistency.

WWW.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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OEM PARTNER PROFILE
customers benefit from standardizing
on one common control platform,
which allows for more efficient coordination of discrete and motion functions, streamlined project maintenance,
and faster system deployment.
The controller is tightly integrated with an Allen-Bradley Kinetix®
5500 servo drive (www.rockwell
automation.com/go/kinetix5500) to
manage the machine’s high-speed
motion control capabilities.
Schneider uses Allen-Bradley
Motion Analyzer software (www.
rockwellautomation.com/go/
tjanalyzer) from Rockwell Automation to analyze, optimize, select and
validate the machine’s motion control
system. The software helps save crucial
time and costs during prototyping,
allowing engineers to quickly design
and validate new machine concepts
before installing the equipment.
The Allen-Bradley PowerFlex®
525 AC compact drive (www.
rockwellautomation.com/go/
tjpowerflex) provides flexible control
of feed and conveyor speed with power
ranges from 0.5 to 30 hp. This ensures
Schneider customers have consistent
packaging for their products, while
maintaining high production speeds.
An electromechanical actuator using
servo motors automatically switches
parts of the machine that aren’t being
used into an energy-saver mode,
which helps keep the machine’s energy
consumption low.
Rockwell Automation sensors are
used to detect the machine or product positions, and every mechanical
movement is tracked on FactoryTalk®
View human-machine interface
(HMI, http://goo.gl/bmC8xd)
software. The user-friendly interface
means less time needs to be spent on
operator training. Real-time visibility
also helps operators quickly recover
from an inevitable jam.
WWW.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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“Rockwell Automation solutions
give our customers increased control
when and where they need it,”
says Keefe. “The tightly integrated
control system has helped ensure
product consistency out of the machine, which is what customers need
from their collating and packaging
processes.”

Schneider Packaging Equipment
Co.
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/
schneider-packaging

Rockwell Automation OEM
Solutions
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/
tjoem

>> Does Your VFD Speak Servo?
Simpler is often better — that’s true not only in our everyday life, but also in
industrial environments. Over the past decade, enabling technologies including
EtherNet/IP™ and the Internet of Things have helped OEMs reduce complexity
and deliver truly information-enabled machines.
Despite these advances in network and communication technology, machine
builders often face disparate programming and configuration environments —
especially in applications that require simple speed control and precise motor
functionality. While variable-frequency drives (VFDs) generally use parameterbased programming, servo drive software has used a more simplistic, intuitive
set of instructions.
These different drive methodologies have traditionally complicated the
machine development process for engineers who must use two programming
tools to design the system and synchronize the machine. Down the road, the
two environments may also complicate life for technicians troubleshooting or
repairing the equipment.
New VFD technology provides an ideal solution to this challenge. VFDs
that use the same integrated instructions as their complementary servo drives
streamline programming and reduce start-up time.
For example, the Allen-Bradley ® PowerFlex® 527 AC drive and the AllenBradley Kinetix® servo drives both use a single software tool, Rockwell Software® Studio 5000 Logix Designer™, and one programming methodology
based on common motion instruction sets.
Rockwell Automation engineers designed the PowerFlex 527 drive to integrate exclusively with Logix-based programmable automation controllers (PACs)
and provide a low-cost solution for parts of the machine that need simple
speed control. The Kinetix servo drives handle the more precise motor-control
operations involving speed, torque and positioning.
While they may not have been considered a possibility before, one-language motor control solutions for VFDs and servo drives can help reduce engineering time and simplify machine development. At the end of programming,
OEMs also can provide a better user experience to their customers.

PowerFlex 527 Drive from Rockwell Automation
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/527-solution
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OEMs
Make Their Mark

on Network Security

Stay sharp! OEMs reveal the methods they’re using to provide secure remote access
to help prevent unauthorized access to end users’ industrial networks, allowing for
smarter, more efficient operations.

>>

Cybercrime costs the global economy an estimated $400 billion per year. Attacks can
target anyone or anything with a digital presence, and
they can come in many forms — from a malicious hack
halfway around the world to the insertion of a USB device into an unguarded computer port in an organization’s facility. Companies also can face well-intentioned
internal threats from employees or others in the supply
chain who make accidental, but costly, mistakes.
In the industrial world, security risks are a growing concern as more companies develop a Connected
Enterprise to capture the value of the Internet of
Things (IoT). This greater level of connectivity offers
nearly limitless opportunities for improving a company’s operations and reducing downtime, but it also
can carry risk if not implemented properly.
Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) are
increasingly taking on the responsibility of helping
protect their customers’ critical production data from
internal and external threats. This includes providing smart machines and secure connections, as well
as following security best practices, to help keep
customers’ operations running and to support critical
information-sharing priorities within their enterprise.
OEMs should understand the problems industrial
security challenges pose today, and the steps that
WWW.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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fellow OEMs are taking to help protect customers’
sensitive data.

Security Matters

Think of any organization that recently made headlines as a cybercrime victim. It might have been a
major retail chain, or a movie studio, or maybe even
a government.
The truth is this: No entity is safe from cybercrime, including manufacturers and other industrial
operators. In fact, one in five manufacturers admits
that security breaches have led to intellectual
property loss.
The idea of an individual or organization gaining
access to a company’s intellectual property, trade
secrets and employee or customer data is no longer a
nightmare that haunts only a company’s IT department. It’s on the minds of most company leaders, as
well as employees and customers.
Machine and equipment builders are stepping
up and playing an increasingly important role
to help protect customers’ critical production
information — as well as their own intellectual
property — from cyberattacks, whether those
attacks are internal or external, malicious or
unintentional. As OEMs are providing smarter
JUNE 2015 | THE JOURNAL 17
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machines that provide greater
connectivity within their customers’
converged networks, they’re also
helping ensure customers have a
secure machinery-to-enterprise
information flow in place.

To help illustrate how industrial
organizations around the world are
working to enhance cybersecurity
and protect customers against brandcrushing cyberattacks, representatives
from four global OEMs recently

shared their experiences and advice
on the subject.

Securing Remote-Access
Applications

Gianluca Battistoni, key account
manager for Loccioni, an Italy-based
producer of measurement, testing
and assembly equipment (www.
rockwellautomation.com/go/loccioni),
says the demand for security is high
in the automotive, home appliance
and industrial components industries. The company has moved from a
hardware-controlled security approach

EC300-series now with EtherNet/IP
On-board protocol support allows automation devices using EtherNet/IP to be
monitored and controlled via the web
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to a software-based security system to
provide customers greater flexibility.
Battistoni also sees a challenge in
delivering the benefits of remote access while addressing customers’ security concerns. Remote access enables
OEMs to respond to critical situations
or provide ongoing maintenance
support without the time and travel
costs associated with visiting the end
user’s facility. This can help minimize
downtime and cut operational costs
throughout the machinery’s life cycle.
However, the benefits of this key
enabling technology only can be fully
appreciated if the connection is secure
and the customer has peace of mind
that their sensitive data is safe.
“Remote access is more and more
subject to strict customer control,”
Battistoni says. “We have to interface
with the customer’s security infraWWW.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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structure. Five years ago, we could
have stored our preferred system on
the machine. Now, the customer
controls access more.”
Michele Rasi, technology and
innovation manager at Rockwell

Automation OEM Partner Tissue
Machinery Company — an Italybased producer of packaging and
tissue/wipe machines for paper mills
(www.rockwellautomation.com/
go/p-tmc ) — says his company uses

The single source
for multiple linear
motion products

Requirements Differ Globally

At Nook Industries, we offer a broader line—ball screws, jacks,
heavy-duty electrical cyclinders and modular actuator lines.
Additionally, it’s about Nook people—seasoned application
engineers—providing you with service, answers and the
solutions that you need—from one source.

Making Motion Work

rockwell.nookinfo.com 800 •321 •7800 Nook Industries, Cleveland, OH USA
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VPN connections for remote access
applications. It provides engineers and
support staff the access they need to
help address customers’ maintenance
or production issues, but the
connection is open and accessible only
for limited periods.
Beyond remote access, Rasi says
providing customers with secure access
to machine performance software and
the sensitive data within the software is
an ongoing challenge.
“Passwords are an important first
step,” he notes. “Hardware solutions
can also filter information coming
over the Internet to protect against
the possibility of someone viewing or
copying the software.”
Rasi also sees challenges in the varying
security requirements around the world.
Even within the same company, the
needs can be different depending on
where the customer’s facility is located.
“In China, Russia and Eastern Europe, we are allowed to gather more
KPI information,” Rasi explains.
“The U.S. is more conservative, and
this can present a challenge for us
because we need to understand how
often machines are stopping and why
they’re stopping.”
Many companies in Western countries are taking a proactive approach to
identifying security vulnerabilities and
protecting customers from cyberthreats
and information leaks.
Wulftec International Inc., a
Quebec-based Rockwell Automation
OEM Partner (www.rockwell
automation.com/go/p-wulftec) that
produces stretch wrappers and pallet
machines for food and beverage,
pharmaceutical and other industries, is among the companies that
joined the Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TAPT)
program. The public-private partnership program is voluntary for global
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Encompass Product partners specializing in motion
control solutions help complete the Rockwell Automation® portfolio, providing
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five of the benefits when
choosing PartnerNetwork
motion control solutions
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trade businesses, transportation
companies and manufacturers seeking to strengthen their international
supply chains. The U.S. Customs and
Border Protection runs the program,
but has arrangements with Canada,

Mexico, the European Union and
several other countries.
“We chose to take an active role in
helping protect our customers’ sensitive
information,” says Priscille Tremblay,
sales director, Wulftec International.

®
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“Becoming a C-TAPT partner assures
our customers and the authorities that
we are a secure company, and that our
employees and vendors are secure.”
Additionally, Wulftec International
maintains a database of machine serial
numbers, which allows the company
to track any changes that have been
made to a machine during its warranty
period. Tremblay also says nondisclosure or confidentiality agreements are
standard practice these days to help
protect intellectual property, and the
company doesn’t share detailed drawings other than CAD drawings without
such an agreement in place.
“Customers require a lot more documentation protecting their intellectual
property,” Tremblay says. “Protecting
their information is absolutely essential,
and we make it a top priority.”

Security Equals Safety

Vladislav Hermann, president of
HSP Inc. and U.S. representative for
Rockwell Automation OEM Partner
INCO Engineering — a producer
of vertical, inclined and horizontal
transport equipment for underground
mines (www.rockwellautomation.
com/go/inco) — says equipment security and reliability is especially important in the mining industry. Cyberattacks that affect mining equipment
applications can jeopardize lives.
“Applications are safety critical,
particularly in deep-shaft mining for
coal, copper, uranium, gold and silver,
because you are bringing possibly 50
to 60 metric tons of material up from
a mile deep,” Hermann explains.
“People and materials being transported must absolutely be kept safe.”
To help keep such underground
operations safe, INCO Engineering developed a remote-monitoring
system that allows its service experts to
monitor customers’ equipment from a
central facility in the Czech Republic,
where the company is based. INCO
WWW.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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>> Rockwell Automation Partners Support
Network Security

Several Encompass™ Product
Partners in the Rockwell
Automation PartnerNetwork™
(www.rockwellautomation.
com/partners) provide
capabilities that support secure
industrial networks and secure remote access. Visit their
websites to learn more about how they might help you.
eWON Inc., Ethernet Remote Access
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/ewon

Engineering service engineers can view real-time machine
data, such as from a customer’s hoist-controlling system, and
immediately alert local service personnel at the mining site if
they see any abnormalities or critical status information.

Protect the Connected Enterprise

Establishing a Connected Enterprise and taking full
advantage of the IoT presents significant opportunities
for smarter, streamlined and more efficient operations for
industrial customers — but it also presents risks. OEMs
serving industrial customers in today’s highly connected
world should take an aggressive stance when it comes to
protecting intellectual property, preventing unauthorized
access, and providing secure remote access.

HMS Industrial Networks, Ethernet Remote Access
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/p-hms

Rockwell Automation OEM Security

Spectrum Controls Inc., Ethernet Remote Access
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/p-spectrumcontrols

The Connected Enterprise

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/security3

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/ce12
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There are no second chances – only second places.
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our guide for the Food and Beverage industry at
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HOW TYSON FOODS IMPROVED ITS
SAUSAGE-MAKING YIELD

The company’s Hillshire Farms brand slashed waste with a fast ROI by implementing a
manufacturing intelligence software strategy that provided operators insight into the problems
causing weight variations.

>>

Americans consumed almost 450 million lbs.
of breakfast sausage and ham in 2012, equating
to nearly $1.5 billion in sales for sausage producers. While
it might be true that most people don’t want to see the production process behind this hearty centerpiece of breakfast,
this growing consumer base certainly wants to know there
are keen-eyed, well-informed operators on the plant floor
ensuring the integrity and quality of the product.
The Jimmy Dean brand, part of the Tyson Foods
portfolio, sells more refrigerated breakfast sausage than
the next top four producers combined. To maintain such
a leading position, the company must not only offer a
consistently high-quality and uniform product, but must
do everything possible to keep costs low and throughput
high, maintaining a competitive price point among competition eager to cut into its market share.

Weight Variance Problems

The Tyson Foods - Hillshire Brands facility in Newbern,
Tennessee, produces more than 150 million lbs. of
sausage annually. The Jimmy Dean 1-lb., fresh sausage
WWW.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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rolls, affectionately called “chubs,” account for more than
two-thirds of this production total. The facility dedicates
11 machines to grinding, seasoning, filling and packing
chubs of more than 300 different SKUs.
Plastic-wrapped sausage chubs are sold by the pound,
so getting just the right amount of sausage in each roll is
crucial. At the end of each line, a check weigher assesses
and removes chubs outside the acceptable weight variance.
Off-weight chubs are sliced open manually and checked
for any contaminates. The sausage is either put back into
the system or trashed — both costly options.
Because its product is priced per package, any amount
of meat included beyond the required weight results in
lost revenue. At the same time, if a chub is underweight,
customer satisfaction is at risk, because customers aren’t
getting what they pay for.
Additionally, the Federal Meat Inspection Act requires
that packages of meat products bear an accurate statement
of the quantity of their contents in terms of weight, measure
or numerical count. Every state in the country has similar
or additional regulations. If a weights-and-measures
JUNE 2015 | THE JOURNAL 27
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Manufacturing Intelligence Strategy

Plant engineers saw an opportunity to reduce weight variance
if they could better understand the cause of the problem, so
they brought their problem to corporate engineering for help.
Jon Riechert, a senior project engineer for Tyson Foods at
the corporate level, already had led the implementation of a
manufacturing intelligence strategy and information system
at plants in Florence, Alabama and Kansas City, Kansas.
After listening to concerns from his engineers in Tennessee, Riechert brought in a team from Rockwell Automation
Solution Partner Grantek Systems Integration to implement
a manufacturing intelligence strategy in Newbern.

“The Newbern team had full
control over what they wanted
to see on the FactoryTalk
VantagePoint dashboards.”
With manufacturing intelligence software in place, operators at a Tyson
Foods - Hillshire Brands Jimmy Dean sausage-making facility can see
weight fluctuations along the line, the exact giveaways on finished sausage rolls, machine downtime, OEE and even meat temperature.

inspection finds packages mislabeled, the food can’t be sold
and fines can be incurred, all of which is damaging both to
a company’s reputation and the bottom line.
Operators at the Newbern plant were experiencing
unacceptable variances in chub weight, giving away and
throwing out too much product. Unfortunately, at the time,
operators didn’t have access to enough control-system data
EPLAN_FastLane_15-75x3-6875_2013.pdf
1 16/07/2013
11:12:18of
AMgiveaway.
to understand the actual amount
or cause

— Jon Riechert, Tyson Foods Hillshire Brands

Grantek worked with the Tyson Foods control, quality
and maintenance engineers to understand the behavior the
team wanted to drive with a manufacturing intelligence strategy. For the plant team, a better understanding of finished
product weight was the top priority. However, additional
data points throughout the process line also were necessary to
understand how weight fluctuations were occurring.
Grantek worked with Riechert and his team to implement a manufacturing intelligence solution based on
the FactoryTalk® software suite. The software integrates
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directly with the Logix control platform from Rockwell
Automation to access real-time production data. Tyson
Foods had previously standardized on the Logix control
platform across all of its facilities.
In addition, the Newbern plant already was running on
a single industrial network, EtherNet/IP™, which greatly
simplified data collection. The team connected the 11
chub-line machines to two new on-site servers running
FactoryTalk Historian software
via EtherNet/IP. This
allowed the team to collect data
over longer-term periods for trend
viewing and compare performance across machines. During
a shift, if one machine is producWatch video about
how Hillshire cuts waste
ing chubs of greater variance, the
and saves money
operators can look at past data
and see just when the issue began.
Grantek then installed
FactoryTalk VantagePoint EMI
software to aggregate information
from multiple data sources — the controller, historian and
SQL server. Gathering data into one centralized dashboard provides easy access to real-time data and key performance indicators (KPIs) via any Internet browser. The
FactoryTalk VantagePoint server is located in the Newbern
plant. However, as a web-based reporting platform, it’s accessible to both corporate and Newbern personnel.
The Newbern plant engineers worked with Grantek to
design the system dashboards. “The Newbern team had full
control over what they wanted to see on the FactoryTalk

VantagePoint dashboards,” Riechert says. “It’s very flexible,
but the local team has to like it or they won’t use it.”

Better Yield

“Before we implemented this system, operators could only
see how many bad apples were produced,” Riechert explains.
“Now operators can see weight fluctuations along the line,
the exact giveaways on finished chubs, machine downtime,
OEE and even meat temperature.”
Armed with this information, Newbern
engineers are close to a yield improvement
of 0.10% within six weeks of rolling out the
new system. This translates into savings of
105,000 chubs per year and hundreds of
thousands of dollars in cost of goods sold.
“The control engineering team is
certainly much happier,” adds Riechert.
“Now that they can see the weight of each
chub as it goes through the line, they were
able to track some variance to a specific
filler and make a fix to reduce some of our
giveaway right off the bat. But our quality assurance folks
might be even happier. They were the ones that were doing
all the weight checks. Instead of extrapolating giveaways
based on hand samples taken several times a day, they now
have constant, real-time insight into the weight of each
chub, each batch and each shipment.”
Though the yield improvement of 0.10% was all the
company needed to justify return on investment (ROI)
on the project, Tyson Foods expects their new information solution to reduce giveaway another several tenths of a

Standardization is another powerful project accelerator – storing and re-using
data the way only EPLAN can. Creating simple, complex, even scalable macros
is a snap. So is finding components you need with a Data Portal search. It takes
only seconds. Drag and drop it into your project. EPLAN makes the master data
set for you.
Automation and standardization are the future. EPLAN Electric P8 maximizes
their potential. Feel the power at your fingertips. Request your free 30-day trial at

eplanusa.com.
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>> Solution Partner Program
When you’re
looking for a
high-quality
system integrator
who knows
Rockwell
Automation
technology and
can expertly
integrate that technology with your existing systems,
Rockwell Automation can help. Rockwell Automation
has identified and partnered with a group of
sophisticated systems integrators. These are Rockwell
Automation Solution Partners. For end users and
OEMs, it means you can quickly find exactly the help
you need. Find one near you by searching at www.
rockwellautomation.com/go/sitj.

Newbern engineers are close to
a yield improvement of 0.10%
within six weeks of rolling out the
new system. This translates into
savings of hundreds of thousands
of dollars in cost of goods sold.
percent, increasing yield by up to 0.50%, or more than half
a million lbs. of sausage.
“Beyond meeting, and potentially exceeding our project
goals, it’s important to our company that this solution is flexible enough to grow not only with production changes, but
with our engineer’s changing perspective,” Riechert says.
“The FactoryTalk system provides the data our operators need to understand what to pay attention to, and
where problems are occurring,” he
adds. “Once they start to see the
high-level patterns that were previously impossible to collect or see
manually, they can determine exact
causality and what changes we can
make to improve the system. After
a few months, they start to ask for
more tags, dashboards and reports.
We are currently considering adding
energy-use metrics to the system at
several plants. The information is empowering, and they want more.”
Grantek Control Systems Inc., based
in Burlington, Ontario, Canada, is a
designated Rockwell Automation Solution Partner. The company provides
integrated manufacturing automation
services. Its solutions are designed to
help improve manufacturing productivity, product quality, asset utilization
and integrated technology.

Reduced Downtime
The only COMPLETE
solution: Service Wire’s
patented ServiceDrive®
Cable System – complete
with connectors and
termination kit – is
endorsed by engineers
for excellent run time.

Long Live
Your Drives!

Grantek Control Systems Inc.

Complete VFD Cable System
Find out more at servicewire.com
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CASE STUDY: HOW SIMPLE, EFFICIENT LINE
INTEGRATION SLASHED COSTS
A major consumer packaged goods supplier automated and quickened its reporting process, increased plant visibility and cut expenses by enabling repeatable integration of its manufacturing
equipment.
By Sheila Kennedy, Contributing Writer

>>

Consumer packaged goods manufacturing
is a low-margin, high-volume business. Agile
and efficient production processes are needed to ensure
consistent and predictable results. As one Midwestern U.S.
consumer goods plant discovered, achieving this objective
is easier and far more cost-effective with access to timely,
accurate operational information.
At a corporate level, the large, multinational supplier
is striving to increase its competitiveness and profitability through responsible growth. This particular plant
produces an average of 8 million gallons of personal
care product per month, and the output is expected to
increase by 25% in 2015.
The facility’s reliance on manual reporting of its overall
equipment effectiveness (OEE) and performance hindered
its ability to achieve an optimal operational state. The outWWW.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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dated approach provided only the basic metrics. For example, the main plant summary report contained part counts,
OEE, running time, stopped time, and a breakdown of the
stopped time. It took a week to create this monthly report
using a labor-intensive compilation and analysis process,
several hundred sheets of paper, and a few spreadsheets.
“The report was very slow to generate,” says Scott
Swindells, electrical engineer at Barry-Wehmiller Design
Group, a system integrator and Rockwell Automation
Solution Partner with whom the manufacturer had been
partnering for control systems integration and other engineering and technology solutions.
“There was a long lag time from the end of month until
the last month’s and year-to-date reports were available,”
Swindells explains. “Accuracy was at risk because the
manual reporting process was subject to line operator
JUNE 2015 | THE JOURNAL 31
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RAPID Line Integration was
deployed plant-wide to a total
of 92 unique machine centers,
covering 10 packaging lines.
interpretation. In addition, details were lacking, such as
specific information about the root cause of line stops, and
there was no machine-level information.”
Automating and enhancing the reporting process and
increasing visibility across the plant would be necessary to
fulfill the corporate objectives of consistent, competitive,
profitable and responsible growth.

The Case for Change

In July 2013, Barry-Wehmiller Design Group suggested
the plant consider RAPID Line Integration™ solution
(http://goo.gl/zPmHxU) from Rockwell Automation as
a way to eliminate its reporting challenges and capture
automated, real-time packaging machine information.

RAPID Line Integration is designed to enable simple,
efficient, repeatable integration of existing manufacturing
system equipment as well as future lines. Conventional
approaches are subject to high and unpredictable line integration costs and duplicated efforts. In contrast, RAPID
Line Integration leverages a common user interface and
supervisory controller; a standards-based common equipment interface; and a virtual server environment — characteristics that lower the total cost and time to deploy and
optimize manufacturing equipment.
The equipment interface is based on the batch control
industry standard PackML/ISA-88, which simplifies integration. Virtual server technology allows integration setup and
preconfiguration prior to on-site commissioning, resulting
in faster and more accurate deployment. Once integrated,
users can configure, control and analyze line performance
from a standard operating station. Integrated fault and event
handling improves reporting of downtime and root causes.
Barry-Wehmiller Design Group recommended the
plant adopt the RAPID Line Integration solution for integrated line control and performance as a way to provide
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•
•
•
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real-time, detailed visibility into the
entire packaging operation down to
the machine level. It would replace
the facility’s pen and paper data collection processes with a full-featured,
automated data collection system. It
would provide a choice of standard
reports plus the flexibility to create
custom-purpose reports — all of
which are viewable via web-based
reporting services.

2. Plant Top Losses by
Individual Event: Overview of
entire plant, by line, of the top three
loss events by number of occurrences.
3. Plant Top Losses by Total
Event Time: Overview of entire

plant, by line, of the top three loss
events based on total duration.
4. Plant Marquee: Overview formatted for a large screen TV showing
current line state and current shift
production versus last 60-minutes

Plant-Wide Integration

The case was compelling, and the project was funded within one month. Between September 2013 and June 2014,
RAPID Line Integration was deployed
plant-wide to a total of 92 unique
machine centers, covering 10 packaging lines, while leveraging the existing
network and IT infrastructure.
“Barry-Wehmiller Design Group
was responsible for the full integration,” says Swindells. “We installed
and configured the IT infrastructure,
programmed all of the machine and
line interfaces, deployed the standard
reports, and developed the custom
reports to their specifications.”
FactoryTalk® Metrics and FactoryTalk Transaction Manager from
Rockwell Automation were quickly
added to the existing virtualized
server pool. The RAPID Line Integration human-machine interface
(HMI) screens were integrated into
the existing line control FactoryTalk
View SE HMI servers. Machine
centers received a universal RAPID
Line Integration Add-On Instruction (AOI) interface to communicate with the RAPID Line Integration supervisor.
In addition, six custom reports
have been created by Barry-Wehmiller
Design Group to date:
1. Plant Overview: Overview of
entire plant, by line, of product types
produced, total bottle count, OEE,
and ideal speed versus actual speed.
WWW.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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Did you know....
• VP Link is the flagship product of Cape Software
• It is used to test the logic in your controller and train your operators
• VP Link has been in use for over 20 years with Rockwell Automation

•

Our staff of TUV Engineers can test your Safety System applications

•

Challenge us to make your next FAT better than your previous one

•

Latest release, version 3.1.12, supports trending

Providing low-cost, reliable Testing &
Training Services for over 24 years

Cape Software is now a part of
Wood Group!
Look for more local support to regions around the world.
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production (products produced, actual counts versus ideal
counts, OEE).
5. Plant Scorecard: Overview of entire plant, all machines’ OEE, available time, running time and downtime.
6. Plant Scorecard Full: Overview of entire plant or line
with full year of data, broken down by month; shows breakdown of OEE, TEEP, running hours and losses by category
(shutdowns, minor stops, changeover, logistics, breakdown).

Real-Time OEE Visibility

The consumer goods supplier now has accurate, automated
status information about every packaging machine in
the facility. “RAPID Line Integration has given the plant
real-time access to line performance information as well
as detailed information about stop events, including root
cause reporting,” Swindells says. “Significant quantities of
historical data now can also be accessed quickly.”
Because a year’s worth of production data for the entire
plant can be summarized and displayed on demand within
minutes, it frees hundreds of labor hours each year to
guide.pdf
1
5/28/2015
9:30:25 AM
insteadF focus
on operational
improvements.

To share with everyone on the plant floor how well
each line is performing, the plant installed a large-format
HDTV above the main entrance to the plant floor to
display the Plant Marquee, a sequence of customized highlevel reports.
Barry-Wehmiller Design Group, a Rockwell Automation Solution Partner, is a total operations solutions
provider of control systems integration, automation,
engineering and technology services for the consumer products, life sciences and industrial sectors. Headquartered
in St. Louis, Missouri, and operating from more than 30
offi ces in the United States and Puerto Rico, the company
provides electrical design services, packaging and process
automation solutions, project management, and validation
and regulatory solutions.
Barry-Wehmiller Design Group
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/bwdesign

Rockwell Automation FactoryTalk Suite
http://goo.gl/bmC8xd

Introducing...

LinMot’s new
Motor Design
C

M

Y

• Moving stator from the P01-37S series family of linear motors
• PS01-37Sx60 offers highest velocity and longest stroke
• PS01-37Sx120 doubles the peak force available
• Configurable with one or more motors per F-Guide

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

Mechanical Design
• Special Aluminum profile
• Max Velocity of 5m/s
• Max Acceleration of 75m/s2
• Multi-axis gantry configurations
• Options for External Position Sensors
• High-flex trailing chains to organize cables
• Industry leading high speed linear rail system
• Easy z-axis mountings with
– Linear Rotary Motors PR01-52
– H-Guides & B-Guides
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3 ELECTRICAL PROPERTY CONSIDERATIONS
FOR LABELING SENSITIVE COMPONENTS
Be aware of these factors to help you reduce electrostatic discharge damage to printed circuit
boards and electronics parts.
By Justin Bergholz, Regional Product Specialist, and Vicki Heideman, Principal Engineer, Brady Corp.

Editor’s Note: This article is adapted from the white paper,
“Understanding & Avoiding the Costly Eff ects of ESD.” Visit
http://goo.gl/vSyIlu to download the free, full white paper that
has additional information on how to reduce electrostatic
discharge (ESD) damage and why label size for electronics
parts is important.

>>

Electrostatic discharge (ESD) is the sudden
release of static electricity when two objects
come in contact. While it can be harmless in some cases,
such as walking across carpet and then feeling a small
shock when touching a metal surface, this high-voltage
electric charge can be disastrous in the electronics industry. It can cause severe and permanent damage to printed
circuit boards (PCBs) and electronic components.
ESD has increased because more intricate, smaller technology has greater sensitivity to the discharge. ESD is one
of the industry’s most costly causes of damage, impacting virtually every area of the electronics environment,
including production yields, manufacturing costs, product
WWW.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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quality and reliability, and profitability.
Three electrical properties should be considered when
selecting labels used on sensitive components:

#1. Triboelectric Charges

Triboelectric charging is the creation of an electrostatic
charge by the contact or separation of materials. Multiple
instances can cause voltage build-up within a label because
of triboelectic charging, but the most common occurrence
is when the label is removed from the release liner on
which the labels are supplied. These types of voltages vary
by material type and label size.
While standard labels can be a source of charge, static
dissipative labels significantly reduce the potential for an
ESD event. The difference between standard and static
dissipative labels is the amount of charge they retain on
their surfaces.
Standard labels, comprised of layers of insulative materials, can generate and retain hundreds or even thousands
of volts when removed from the release liner. Static disJUNE 2015 | THE JOURNAL 35
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sipative labels are modified to allow the charge to dissipate
from the label to ground. As a result, static dissipative
labels retain significantly less voltage than standard labels
and reduce the amount of remaining voltage to a level
considered safe for most electric components.

#2. Surface Resistivity

Standard labels, comprised of layers of insulative materials, can generate
and retain hundreds or even thousands of volts when removed from the
release liner. Static dissipative labels are modified to allow the charge to
dissipate from the label to ground.

Surface resistivity must fall within the ≥1x10 to <1 x10
ohms range, as defined by ANSI/ESD S541-2008, to be
classified as static dissipative. Measuring adhesive surface
resistivity also can help predict a label’s voltage behavior,
as can measuring static decay time, which is quantified
as the rate at which charge dissipates from the label to
the ground. Test method EOS/ESD S11.11 is the standard test method for measuring and classifying labels as
static dissipative.
Voltage can be measured with a handheld static meter.
However, no industry standards exist describing the
measurement of label voltage, so test results can vary
depending on the meter used, rate of label removal from
the liner, angle and direction of label removal from the

EW

N
!

Multi-Node Multiplexer

Supports Daisy-Chain and Self-Healing Ring Topologies
No Programming Required
Features:

STA-2

•

Base unit supports up to 16 I/O
device ports

•

Dry contacts, 0-10Vdc, 4-20mA
I/O modules available

•

I/O modules are available in 2
and 4 channel versions

•

Max number of input devices
per system - 1024

•

Max number of output devices
per system - unlimited

•

Single & Multi-mode ﬁber
supported

Transmits up to 80 km
PLC

STA-1

Flow Meters

Closed loop
creates a
Self-Healing Ring
Motor Control
0-10Vdc to 4-20mA
Dry Contact Input

STA-3

4-20mA to 0-10Vdc

Bi-directional
Communication

We deliver critical measurements

Tel: +1 512 434 2850

Toll-Free: +1 800 880 9333
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Temp Sensors

Tank Gauging

www.ultra-nspi.com
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liner, use of grounding and test
environment.

com, construction, pulp and paper, and
other manufacturing industries.

#3. Static-Decay Time

Brady Corp.

Static decay refers to the amount of
time it takes for the label to dissipate
the built-up static, which is generally created by removing the label
from the liner. Static decay testing
should be performed in accordance
with EIA-541, “Packaging Material
Standards for ESD Sensitive Items,”
Appendix F, “Measurements of

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/
p-brady

>> Download the

Free White Paper!
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www.rockwellautomation.com/go/
tjencompass

SEE THE
BIG PICTURE

Register to download Brady
Corp.’s complete white paper,
“Understanding & Avoiding the
Costly Effects of ESD,” at http://
goo.gl/vSyIlu to learn more
about how to reduce electrostatic
discharge (ESD) damage and why
label size for electronics parts is
important.

Electrostatic Decay Properties of
Dissipative Planar Materials.”
The intent of this test is to determine the label material’s ability
to dissipate 99% of a 5kV charge
to ground within a specific time
period. The material is considered
acceptable if the average static decay
time for each test sample is less than
2.0 seconds.
Brady Corp. is a participating
Encompass™ Product Partner in
the Rockwell Automation PartnerNetwork™. Based in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, the company is a manufacturer and integrator of identification,
safety, graphics and coated material
products for electrical, electronic, tele-

Rockwell Automation Encompass
Product Partner Program

“My inspections will be safer and the larger
viewing area allows me to inspect more areas of
my electrical equipment.”
Justin, Maintenance

Watch Video:
IR Viewing Windows
Explained
with

BIGGER WINDOWS, BETTER PAYBACK
Upgrade your predictive maintenance program
with SafeSide ® Infrared Viewing Windows.
Our W-MC Series, with a larger rectangular
viewing area and reinforced polymer design,
allow thermography professionals to efficiently
and safely inspect assets inside electrical
equipment. Where your personnel safety is job
one - choose SafeSide ®.

800.280.9517 | IRVIEWINGWINDOWS.COM
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THE
ECONOMICS
VIEW OF
REMOTE ACCESS
Remote access technology has
caught up with the security and reliability needs of industrial automation
applications, and now offers financial payoff too — for both OEMs
and end users.
From eWON Inc.

>>

Complexity of design, mass customization,
lean engineering staffs and a global push for
more cost-efficient operation of manufacturing facilities have rapidly morphed the economic environment for
OEMs and systems integrators in recent years. End users
working with bare-bones staffs often develop machine
parameters on the fly, and rarely are machines sold to a
standard specification. Industry experience points to these
factors as key drivers of OEM calls to tweak, tune and
modify machines already sent to the field.
At the same time, the cost basis for technical callouts
escalate at rates unseen in the near past. The cost of sending an engineer into the field for a quick modification to
the automation system has grown from a couple of hundred dollars to thousands of dollars. Add to that the wear
and tear on the scarce engineering resources at the OEM.

Initial Security Fears

The ability to monitor and make rudimentary changes to
the programs of automation equipment has been around
since the days of old dial-up modems. The methodology has been plagued with speed issues. The connection
speed and inherent delays made it impossible to make
meaningful progress, and the lag time associated with
the connection and frequent dropouts often meant
making changes on the fly were detestable and could be
downright dangerous.
38 THE JOURNAL | JUNE 2015
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“I remember the frustration associated with trying to
monitor machines when it took a long time for information to make its way back via the modem connection,”
says Leslie Adams, director of technical services at OEM
MAAC. “In one instance, we were working with a machine in Australia, and the delay ran up to 15 seconds.”
The Internet promised to change the speed issue, but
with it came a rash of new concerns. Topping the list
was network security. IT departments, fearing compromised data security, feared allowing outside access to the
networks. Remote desktop solutions and customer virtual
private network (VPN) connections are the most common
ways of allowing outside access to industrial equipment.

Case Studies of Financial Benefit

In a world where people throw product claims out like
confetti, real documented claims still are rare. Not so in
the case of remote access. For example, Rockwell Automation OEM Partner AFA Nordale Packaging Systems (www.
rockwellautomation.com/go/p-afa) of Brampton, Ontario,
specializes in end-of-the-line packaging, working with the
product after it has been produced by placing it in the package, building cases or palletizing the cases.
“In the past, the complexity and importance of each
machine required commissioning at the customer facility,” says David Langen, electrical engineer at AFA. “New
systems required two engineering technicians; one who
W W W.ROCKWELLAUTOMATION.COM/THEJOURNAL
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Thiele Technologies reports savings of more than $750,000 in their
first year of operation of the remote access routers.
specialized in the mechanics of the machine and another
with background in the automation application. Invariably, the automation specialist spent much of their time
waiting for and reacting to mechanical changes.”
The company implemented an eWON Cosy industrial
VPN router with the goal of enabling easy remote access
via the Internet to machines and installations on customer
sites or in the field. The device allowed AFA to send just a
single mechanically focused person out from the start-up.
“It takes 1-3 weeks to commission a new machine.
With travel costs running in the thousands of dollars per
trip, it just made sense for us to apply the Cosy system to
our machines and do the final automation tuning from
our location here in Toronto,” Langen explains.
A representative at OEM Thiele Technologies, which
makes packaging and converting equipment, reports,
“Since we launched our use of eWON devices, our team
has logged over 305 hours of billable [non-warranty] ser-
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vice. The typical time to troubleshoot a customer’s system
runs at two and a half hours. This equates to nearly 150
service trips to customer locations. Think about this: In
the pre-eWON days, most of these would have required
one of our team to book an expensive last-minute flight,
rent a car, get a hotel room and buy meals. Many of these
trips would have approached the $5,000 point if it weren’t
for our eWON strategy.
“But, that’s not the best part,” the Thiele Technologies
representative continues. “The real value comes in the
increased uptime to the customer. We log on, troubleshoot
and get the system running in a couple of hours instead of
days. And, in cases where the issue involves a broken piece
of equipment, we still save the customer a great deal of
productivity because we go out to the site armed with the
right stuff to make the repair.”
Thiele reports savings of more than $750,000 in their
first year of operation of the remote access routers.
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Strain gage input
for POINT I/O
™



Two channels per module.



24-bit analog-to-digital
conversion.



Resolution of 1 count
per 100,000 counts.



Built-in averaging.



Compatible with all
industry load cells and
weigh scales.

End Users are Big Winners

When end users gain a competitive advantage, everybody wins. While saving thousands of dollars in travel is
significant, it pales in comparison to just a few hours of
additional productivity. Setting sights on driving optimized factory flows must be a critical piece of strategy,
and remote access plays an ever-increasing role.
Often, plant maintenance teams are reluctant to ask for
assistance until they have exhausted their local resources.
They hesitate to ask for a service trip because of expense
and sometimes ego-driven concern of missing something
simple. Far too often, a day’s worth of production is lost
while maintenance runs through troubleshooting procedures locally.

Helm Instrument Company, Inc.
361 West Dussel Drive
Maumee, OH 43537
P: 419.893.4356 F: 419.893.1371
E: Sales@helminstrument.com www.helminstrument.com

MAX MADNESS!
Vector Duty Motors

When remote access indicates
a trip is necessary, the OEM
service person arrives more
prepared.
When the local engineering or maintenance group
can call on the expertise of the machine builder quickly, easily and without massive expense, the lag between
“machine down” and optimal operation becomes a
fraction of its former self. Further, when remote access
indicates a trip is necessary, the OEM service person
arrives more prepared.

Secure and Profitable Remote Access

Remote access used to be clunky and difficult to use, but
technology has caught up to the challenge. Many OEMs
are adopting remote access for all their machines and
implementing secure, reliable solutions. In addition, there
is a financial payoff to remote access; a small investment
can provide massive payback for both the OEM and their
end users.
eWON Inc., based in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is a participating Encompass™ Product Partner in the Rockwell
Automation PartnerNetwork™. eWON manufactures hardware products and provides Internet services for secure remote access across the Internet, including the Cosy industrial
VPN router and Talk2M, the company’s cloud-based remote
connectivity service.
POWERFUL, AGILE, VERSATILE
Vector Duty - Constant Torques down to 2000:1
Add an encoder, or a brake, or both
A Regal Brand

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/ewon

Rockwell Automation Encompass Partner Program
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/tjencompass

715-675-3311
marathonelectric.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JureWzCmoIc

eWON Inc.

©2015 Regal-Beloit Corporation
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ENCOMPASS SHOWCASE
Data Acquisition Module for ControlLogix

Troubleshoot Flow Performance | Dynasonics Ultrasonic
Portable Flow Meter

AMCI’s 5274A is an analog input, high-speed data acquisition

Designed for systems engineers to quickly

module that plugs into the Allen-

troubleshoot problems and verify performance

Bradley ® ControlLogix®. This

during system commissioning and diagnostics, the

module samples data every 50

Dynasonics® DXN portable clamp-on ultrasonic

microseconds to satisfy demand-

meter by Badger Meter is the perfect tool for any

ing applications in research/

job site. Easy to install by clamping onto the outside

analysis, design validation, diagnostics, asset condition monitoring, and

of the pipe, the DXN measures flow using noninvasive ultrasonic sensors. Its

much more! Plus, it is compatible with an extensive variety of analog sen-

portability makes it an excellent choice for measuring flows throughout the

sors (e.g. weigh scale, thermo-couple, vacuum sensor, etc.). www.amci.

process system infrastructure to verify sensor, pump and valve performance.

com/specialty-io/plcmodules-controllogix-analog-inspection.asp

800-433-5263 | www.badgermeter.com/DXN

A DVA N C E D M I C R O C O N T R O L S I N C (A M C I)

BADGER METER

EPLAN Electric P8 Electrical Design Automation

IR Viewing Windows

EPLAN’s Electric P8 electrical design automa-

Infrared (IR) cameras are

tion enables users to accomplish in a day what

essential tools for predictive

takes a week or more using traditional CAD

maintenance, but they can

tools. Electric P8 automates the most time-con-

only inspect what they can

suming tasks, such as wire numbering, device

see. With their unparalleled

tagging, cross referencing and error-checking.

field of view, IR windows

Users can create, store and update macros with

from SafeSide® give you

ease, and search a quarter-million components

a quick, efficient way to safely inspect electrical equipment. SafeSide®

from over 40 manufacturers, including Rockwell

Polymers do not degrade when exposed to acids, alkalis, UV, moisture,

Automation. It also translates projects into 17

humidity, vibration, and high frequency noise — a guarantee no crystal IR

languages. Request a 30-day trial at eplanusa.com.

window can provide. http://hubs.ly/y0Fdwp0

E P L A N S O F T WA R E & S E RV I C E L L C

GRACE ENGINEERED PRODUCTS, INC.

POSITAL Heavy Duty Rotary Position Sensors

Expanded Anybus Wireless Bridge Offering

POSITAL rotary sensors are built for

Expanded suite of Anybus

the most demanding applications.

Wireless Bridge products from

EtherNet/IP, DeviceNet, SSI and

HMS now offer more solutions

Analog interfaces combined with stain-

for connections in hazardous

less steel housings offer the protection

areas, hard-to-reach locations

needed for food & beverage and oil

or moving installations where

& gas. Up to ATEX Zone 1 & 21 and

cables are not desirable.

IP68/69k rated. IXARC absolute rotary sensors are available in single or

There are several versions

multi-turn versions. Use our product finder at www.posital.com to build a

available for both serial and industrial Ethernet communication. www.

sensor to your specifications.

anybus.com/products/wireless_bridge.shtml

P O S I TA L F R A B A I N C .

H M S I N D U S T R I A L N E T WO R K S
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ENCOMPASS SHOWCASE
EtherNet/IP Process Video Recorder

High Availability Solutions

IMPERX’s EtherNet/IP™ Process Video

Stratus Technologies focuses ex-

Recorder (EIPVR) is an event-recording sys-

clusively on helping manufactur-

tem that captures high-speed video when

ers keep critical plant operations

you need it. This product is EtherNet/

up and running without interrup-

IP conformance tested, compatible with

tion. Stratus delivers a range of

IEEE 1588 and uses Power over Ethernet

solutions that includes software-

cabling for a simple installation. EIPVR records up to 60 seconds of video

based continuous availability,

at 250 fps, automatically saves video to a server and plays video for

fault-tolerant servers; availability

quick feedback. EIPVR is triggered via EtherNet/IP and is ODVA tested

consulting and assessment; and remote systems management services.

and approved as well as compatible with EtherNet/IP Devices. http://

Learn more at www.stratus.com/RA.

imperx.com/rockwell-encompass-partner-program
IMPER X

S T R AT U S T E C H N O L O G I E S

EtherNet/IP and CIP Safety Software Development Kits

RACO’s AlarmAgent.com is Now OPC-Compatible!

Molex delivers comprehensive solutions

AlarmAgent.com, RACO’s low-cost, wireless,

for industrial device manufacturers with

web-based alarm detection and notification

requirements for EtherNet/IP and/or CIP

system, now supports OPC connectivity to your

Safety software stacks. ODVA-tested

HMI/SCADA software using our exclusive

and TUV-approved, these products en-

SaaS application: AlarmAgent.info. It’s a cost-

able embedded protocols to eliminate

effective solution for individual and corporate

hardware dependencies and feature a

users, and the perfect tool for OEMs to create

low-memory footprint. Molex software

their own HMI/SCADA applications. Users

development kits are a powerful and reliable means for embedding

benefit from this latest innovation as well as

EtherNet/IP or CIP Safety in either industrial controllers or field devices.

RACO’s legendary reputation for reliability. See

Standard compliers enable faster time-to-market and allow manufacturers

it in action at alarmagent.com/trial.

to embed software-stack technology. http://goo.gl/8qvHBK
MOLEX

R AC O M A N U FAC T U R I N G & E N G I N E E R I N G C O.

Precision Metric Ball Screws

ProSoft’s Linux Development Module for CompactLogix™

Nook Industries Precision Metric Ball Screw

Are you an OEM with complex algorithms and would

product line offers linear lead accuracy

like to improve your applications performance? ProSoft

classes of T10, T7, T5 and T3, which

Technology’s Linux Development Module can help. It

comply with the ISO 3408-3 ball screw

acts as a co-processor and allows C/C++ developers to

standard. All ball nuts are precision ground

create unique applications. The module has one Ethernet

and engineered to operate with precision

and two serial ports, and comes with a backplane API to

rolled ball screws or precision ground (T3) ball screws. Configurations

support communication to the processor. A separate DVD

include Single Nut with Flange or V-Thread and Cylindrical Single Nut

is available featuring a complete Linux virtual machine

with Keyway. To configure a part number, download 2D/3D models, or

and IDE, so developers can start coding immediately. A

request a quote, please visit http://rockwell.nookinfo.com.

ControlLogix® -compatible module also is available. http://psft.com/A5K

NOOK INDUSTRIES

P R O S O F T T E C H N O L O GY
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ENCOMPASS SHOWCASE
Complete Sealing Solution

Communication Modules for ControlLogix

The Roxtec EzEntry™ is a complete

The Molex® SST™ line of ControlLogix® communica-

range of light-weight cable entry seals for

tion modules offer simplicity across the backplane

cabinets and enclosures. The seals are

by eliminating the requirement for ladder logic.

designed for easy single-sided installa-

Using an AOP further integrates these modules into

tion and enable routing of pre-terminated

the Rockwell Automation architecture, which reduces

cables. They are UL certified with ver-

commissioning time. Furthermore, accomplished

sions available for standard knock-outs.

performance and throughput can be found with

The seals are delivered as kit solutions

our industry-leading PROFIBUS, Modbus and Siemens Industrial Ethernet

with an integrated compression unit and adaptable modules.

modules. Standard UL and Ex (ATEX) certifications are now on all

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/p-roxtec

ControlLogix modules, and there are also XT versions to support the harsh
environments. http://goo.gl/VT19LV

R OX T E C I N C .

MOLEX

NSPI MX-Series Multiplexers
MX-Series Multiplexers are designed to transmit
up to 16 channels of bidirectional electrical
information over a pair of fiber optic cables.
MX-Series feature input/output module selections that include 4-20mA, 0-10VDC, contact
closure and RS-232/485. No programming
is required, and installation doesn’t require an
engineer. MX-Series carries the relevant certifications for use in hazardous
environments (ATEX, CE and FM), making it perfect for applications that

DOWNLOAD OUR
FREE IPAD® APP!
Search “ROKJournal”
in the Newsstand Store

include remote data acquisition and signal transmission in lightning-prone and
hazardous areas.
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/p-ultra_electronics
U LT R A E L E C T R O N I C S

Excel Reports and Forms for Industry
Finally, a reporting solution that gives the information you need, in the form you want, with absolutely
no programming. With XLReporter, you use Excel as
your “design studio,” complete with our easy-to-follow FastStart wizard. Your reports are ready within
minutes in Excel, Web, PDF and email. The product
is compatible with RSLinx®, RSView®, FactoryTalk®
View, PanelView™ Plus, OPC, OPC-HDA, databases and much more. For
more information, contact us at (508) 520-9957 or sales@SyTech.com.
Download your free evaluation copy from www.SyTech.com.
SY TECH INC.
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PRO DU CT FO CUS
>> Asset Intelligence Management System

>> Non-Metallic Enclosures

Encompass™

Encompass™ Product Partner Stahlin Non-Metallic Enclosures offers

Product Partner 5G

the DiamondShield series of nonmetallic enclosures. The enclosures’

Automatika has

unique panel management system

released version

has been designed to suit wireless

2.9 of its Enterprise

applications. The enclosure’s

Gateway (EG)

design flexibility also suits high-

asset intelligence

end electronics, harsh corrosive

management (AIM)

environments and both indoor and

system. EG version

outdoor industrial applications.

2.9.1 provides realtime value at three

Unique internal panel management capabilities provide the end

different levels: integration of asset performance data from multiple,

user with only the features needed

cross referenced, disparate sources; generation of actionable asset

for their application, while still

intelligence; and predictive analysis of the asset intelligence to influ-

using every cubic inch of valu-

ence future asset behaviors.

able, internal enclosure space. The series offers an additional panel

AIM is an evolving technology that allows users to extract
more return on their production assets by converting raw asset

mounting cover feature for use as an operator interface in industrial
equipment control stations, when required.

data into actionable intelligence in real time. An aspect of such

In addition, all Stahlin nonmetallic enclosures feature Solar-

intelligence is real-time “asset prognostics” that enables users to

Guard, a non-halogenated fiberglass formula system beating the ef-

predict and proactively influence future behaviors of assets under

fects of outdoor exposure while simultaneously providing chemical

certain operating conditions.

and flame resistance.

5G Automatika, Ltd.

Stahlin Non-Metallic Enclosures

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/5g-automatika

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/stahlin

>> PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

PharmaSuite Software for Batch and Discrete Processes
Rockwell Software® PharmaSuite™ manufacturing execution system (MES) software from Rockwell Automation offers a track-and-trace platform
for medical device manufacturers that combines discrete and batch processes.
The PharmaSuite v. 7.0 software extends its batch track-and-trace capabilities into the discrete environment. This provides hybrid capabilities for the growing market of combination products that require both batch and discrete-assembly processes, such as medical devices that
are combined or coated with a pharmaceutical ingredient during production.
The latest version includes streamlined usability patterns at the workstation level. This allows assemblers to quickly identify the correct components and view assembly instructions with the scan of a bar code.
The software also includes order-management and electronic device history
record (eDHR) support to ensure the assembly process for every medical device is
tracked and documented. Rework and repair capabilities also help streamline tasks
for any devices requiring such work.
New dashboard filter capabilities allow end users to filter product criteria by
20 different attributes, including exceptions, orders and batches, to customize the
dashboard to their specific roles. Once created, the customized filters can be saved
and stored for future use.
Rockwell Software PharmaSuite MES
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/pharmasuite
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>> Cast-Resin Transformer

>> Linear Displacement Transducer

To complement its VPI offering, Encompass™ Product

Encompass™ Product Partner AMETEK Factory Automation has re-launched

Partner Hammond Power Solutions (HPS) has introduced a

its versatile GEMCO 955 eBrik IITM linear displacement transducer (LDT)

new line of cast-resin transformers, the HPS EnduraCoil. The

with a redesigned connector

transformers are designed and constructed for maximum

end cap, an expanded

performance in harsh environments.

stroke range up to 74 inches

These cast-resin transformers are CSA certified and

(1,875 mm) and improved

suitable for the most challenging commercial and industrial

shock and vibration perfor-

applications, such as data centers and marine, petrochemi-

mance.

cal, and pulp and paper industries.

The LDT uses magneThe coils are formed

tostrictive position-sensing

with mineral-filled epoxy

technology for more ac-

reinforced with fiberglass
and cast to provide

curate and reliable absolute
position indication along with high resolution and precision repeatability.

complete, void-free resin

The rugged and durable construction of the 955 eBrik IITM LDT (100Gs of

impregnation throughout

shock and 15Gs of vibration) makes it suitable for demanding applications. The

the entire insulation system.

unit is resistant to contaminants and environmental conditions and is IP67 rated.

This allows greater electri-

The self-contained LDT does not have a can or head. All of its electronics

cal dependability and ad-

are incorporated within the unit, which is less than an inch in height (profile). A

ditional resilience, resulting

streamlined anodized aluminum extrusion houses the sensing element and elec-

in better performance of

tronics. The magnet moves over the sensing element that interpolates the position

withstanding short-circuits.

and converts it to a readable output.

Hammond Power Solutions, Inc.

AMETEK Factory Automation

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/p-hammond

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/p-ametek

>> PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Compact Industrial Computer
The SEL-3360S compact industrial computer from Encompass™

agnostics, install software or operating systems and even command

Product Partner Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories (SEL) is designed

a reboot remotely. SEL’s unique system monitor (SysMon), Backup

for small spaces in extreme environments.

and Recovery Tool (BaRT) and watchdog timer maximize system

The computer uses Intel Core i7 dual- and quad-core processors and supports two solid-state 2.5-inch SATA drives and RAID

availability by alerting users about potential issues and minimizing
operational outages should a system failure occur.

configurations using single-level cell NAND flash. Up to 16 GB of
error-correcting code RAM provides ample memory for demanding

Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories Inc. (SEL)

applications.

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/p-schweitzer

The SEL-3360S operates in environments ranging from (-40° to
+167°F) (-40° to +75°C) with no fans or forced
airflow. Built to utility substation standards, the
computer will withstand up to 15 kV of electrostatic discharge, high electromagnetic interference
and shock up to 15 G.
Out-of-band remote management features,
such as Intel Active Management Technology
(AMT), are designed to provide high serviceability to the SEL-3360S. Users can perform di-
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>> Bottle

>> HART-Enabled I/O Modules for

Rockwell Automation OEM

Rockwell Automation has introduced a HART-enabled Allen-Bradley ®

Partner NJM Packaging

FLEX™ I/O-XT module, an industrially hardened I/O platform that

introduces the UNISORT

helps OEMs and end users reduce wiring, installation time and

32 bottle unscrambler that

enclosure costs.

Unscrambler

orients and feeds round,
rectangular or square plastic

Harsh Environments

The new modules access data from smart field devices that were
previously isolated in harsh environments, helping feed performance

bottles from 1.5 to 7.5 in. (38 to 190 mm) in height to 0.75 to 4 in. (19

data into asset management software for a more holistic view of

to 102 mm) in diameter. It has a throughput of up to 160 bottles per

operations and maintenance needs.

minute, based on 100 cc bottles, and integrates with NJM’s Cremer
CF-622 tablet counter and other machinery.
Featuring a vertical elevator, the unscrambler offers a compact foot-

The FLEX I/O-XT modules
are coated to protect against
corrosives, dust, gases, salt,

print that is 105-in. (267-cm) long and 56-in. (142-cm) wide, including

condensation, humidity and

the infeed hopper, for easy installation in tight production areas.

fungal growth. This industrial

Quick-reference dial indicators for repeatable set-up and

hardening eliminates the need

fingertouch hand-wheels facilitate fast and easy changeovers. An

for an enclosure, and the ad-

automatic bottle evacuation at the exit belt eliminates the need for

ditional installation and energy

operators to clear bottles from the drawer prior to the next run. This

costs associated with auxiliary

tool-less changeover requires only one segmented change part and

heating and cooling systems.

takes less than five minutes.

The industrial coating, paired with a -4°F to 185°F (-20°C to

An Allen-Bradley ® MicroLogix™ 1100 programmable controller

70°C) temperature range, make the modules ideal for environmental-

controls machine functions, and an Allen-Bradley PanelView™ C400

ly demanding environments, including energy and power generation,

color touchscreen presents a simple user interface.

water wastewater and on-ship applications.

NJM Packaging

Allen-Bradley FLEX I/O modules

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/p-njm

http://ab.rockwellautomation.com/IO/1794-FLEX-IO-Modules

>>PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Stratix 5400 Industrial Switch
Rockwell Automation has expanded its Allen-Bradley ®
Stratix™ family of industrial switches with the Stratix
5400™ switch, an all-gigabit option designed to
help manufacturers achieve higher network speeds.
The switch also supports both Layer 2 switching and
Layer 3 routing for a range of network configurations.
When used as a Layer 2 switch, the Stratix 5400
is ideal for industrial environments experiencing an

enable faster diagnostics retrieval. The switch also comes with Network

influx of high-performance, gigabit-speed end devices, such as IP video

Address Translation to help reduce commissioning time.

cameras and telephony. It’s also fit for heavy-industry applications that

It combines Cisco technology and integration into the Rockwell

require resilient network topologies. When used as a Layer 3 switch,

Automation Integrated Architecture system to provide familiar solu-

routing is enabled between segmented networks to help achieve better

tions for both information technology (IT) and operations technology

performance.

(OT) professionals.

The switch is available in 18 different models and offers up to 20
gigabit ports in a single switch to meet a range of application needs.

Allen-Bradley Stratix 5400 Switch

Default configurations help simplify setup, optimize performance and

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/stratix-5400
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>> OptiSIS Safety Instrumented Systems Solution
Rockwell Automation has introduced its OptiSIS™ pre-engineered safety instrumented system that
can help ease deployment and reduce lead times for small and midsized process applications. This
includes oil and gas, chemical and petrochemical producers with aging process-safety systems that
are either noncompliant or can no longer be maintained.
It is designed for safety instrumented
system applications of 50 or 100 I/O
points, including emergency shutdown

Stop traveling on
site for support!
Let’s stay Cosy!

(ESD) systems, burner-management systems (BMS) and high-integrity pressure
protection systems (HIPPS). A version for
applications of up to 100 I/O points
will be available later this year.
The pre-engineered system is delivered ready to install, wire and configure, shortening the overall engineering
time and eliminating the need for any programming. Users need only enter their logic scenarios into
the system’s cause-and-effect graphical interface. The configurations are tested and can then be
stored for verification against original safety function requirements, or used at a later date to restore
the system to a known state.
The system meets requirements up to Safety Integrity Level 3 (SIL 3) and is compliant with IEC
61511/ISA 84.00.01. It uses ready-to-install, TÜV-certified hardware and validated application
software.

OptiSIS Packaged Safety Integrated Solution
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/optisis

>> PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Integrated Case Packer
Rockwell Automation OEM Partner Douglas Machine offers the TriVex RLi top-load case packer for

section, saving valuable production floor space. The integrated platform efficiently erects cases,

Secure VPN
Remote Access
for machine builders

loads cartons in multitiers, then seals and discharges.

• Firewall friendly solution

fully integrated combinations of case erecting, loading, and sealing with glue or tape to meet specific
customer applications.
The case packer uses robotic staging and loading, eliminating the traditional crosspush

It is designed to meet growing market demand for unique product configurations and orientations, such as horizontal flat packs and vertical retail-ready displays that are an integral element
for sustainability and cost reduction initiatives in secondary packaging. The TriVex offers machine

• 3 Million VPN Connections
• Free VPN service

accessibility, simple changeovers, and precise product control for case packing bags,
pouches, cups, bottles and more.
Douglas Machine Corp.
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/
douglasmachine

www.ewon.us

Pittsburgh, PA|412 586 5901
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>> Hazardous Location Air Conditioner

>> Energy Monitoring System

The SpectraCool hazardous location air conditioner series from En-

Spara Hub and Spara Demand Manager technology from Encom-

compass™ Product Partner Pentair is Class 1, Division 2 Group B, C,

pass™ Product Partner Powerit Solutions link industrial facilities with

D certified and designed to enhance reliability, simplify maintenance

the smart grid so users can effortlessly control energy use for savings

and reduce weight by up to 20 pounds compared to alternatives.

and sustainability. Spara DM uses sophisticated load prediction

The footprint is smaller with a streamlined appearance and has

and control algorithms, built-in load-shedding intelligence, and data

remote communications options that connect to common digital com-

drawn from industrial

munication protocols such as EtherNet/IP™.

equipment, electricity

Several model types are available including SpectraCool HazLoc

meters and utility trans-

AC and SpectraCool HazLoc Offshore. Standard models are available

missions to optimize

in Type 4 and 4X units with the option to control A/C units from your

facility energy use.

control room or remote

Users define rules

PC. SpectraCool

for controlling loads,

Offshore are Type 4X

and then use the sys-

with 316L stainless

tem to manage energy

steel body construction

use for cost savings, efficiency and maximum feasible participation in

and protective coating

demand response and other smart grid programs, without compro-

to resist corrosion for

mising production.

enhanced reliability in

Offering a suite of demand-management solutions, Spara DM

harsh and hazardous

brings real-time utility pricing information to energy-use decisions and

environments. Both

automates a facility’s response to grid status. Spara supports mean-

units have a capacity

ingful peak demand control, demand response participation and

range from 4,000 to

dynamic pricing response. It is designed to interface with existing

11,000 BTU per hour.

automation equipment and a range of industrial loads.

Pentair Technical Products

Powerit Solutions

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/p-pentair

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/powerit

>> PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

PlantPAx System Update
Rockwell Automation has

and genealogy, while its approval workflow provides authorization

added new virtualization, batch

traceability before a recipe is released to production.

management and integrated

Rockwell Automation also updated the batch and sequence man-

motor control capabilities to its

ager in its modern DCS platform. This helps reduce engineering time

PlantPAx ® process automation

for process equipment builders and system integrators by allowing

system.

them to configure sequences directly in the controller.

PlantPax users now can

Through integration with motor control devices, such as the

implement virtualization; built

Allen-Bradley ® PowerFlex ® 520-series of AC drives, and Allen-Brad-

into the core documentation of

ley motor starters and electronic overload relays, PlantPAx eases

the system is a selection guide

motor control configuration and delivers advanced diagnostic

that provides guidance and

information directly to the operator at the HMI level. This helps

best practices for adopting a

ease maintenance activities and allows operators to diagnose

virtualized automation system.

issues before they occur.

Upgraded batch software suits a range of applications, from
small, basic sequencing to large, complex batch and sequencing. Its

PlantPAx Process Automation System

new version-control capabilities automatically track recipe changes

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/tj10pr
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>> Infrared Viewing Windows

>> MES Software Update

SafeSide polymer infrared (IR) viewing windows from

Rockwell Automation has updated

Encompass™ Product Partner Grace Engineered

FactoryTalk® ProductionCentre®

Products are designed to provide a large field of view,

manufacturing execution system (MES)

up to 24 in., replacing the need for smaller, round,

software to enhance application

crystal windows.

performance and scalability, speed

The industrial-grade, reinforced polymer allows any
camera to monitor completely undisturbed assets inside
electrical equipment. The polymer does not degrade

deployment, and improve support of
mobile and cloud infrastructures.
Refreshed to Java Enterprise Edition 7 (EE7) standards, FactoryTalk ProductionCentre

when exposed to acids, alkalis, UV, moisture, humidity,

R10 improves application performance and flexibility on the Web, and reduces devel-

vibration and high frequency noise. This is designed

opment and deployment efforts, all while maintaining adherence to open standards.

to ensure stable transmissivity and consistent readings,
making calibration a one-time job at installation.

New HTML5 zero-footprint, true, thin-client user interfaces (UIs) eliminate the need
for virtual terminals, such as CITRIX, or terminal servers. Users can run the application

The SafeSide viewing windows allow for closed-

in a Web browser, easily integrate it into an HMI terminal, and implement it across

door thermography, reducing the need for personal

multiple networks without the need for local installation. This reduces IT capital costs

protective equipment and providing quicker inspections.

and maintenance burdens.
The thin-client UIs can be easily extended to mobile devices.

Grace Engineered Products, Inc.
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/p-grace

The new I/O server supports clustering and load balancing. Servers can be assigned a single IP address, so more servers can be added as the data load grows
without impacting the application. Should an I/O server fail, a built-in failover capability will automatically switch data collection to another server in the cluster, helping to
ensure high availability.
The I/O server also provides store and forward services for controlled, real-time
data exchange with remote or cloud-based databases.
FactoryTalk ProductionCentre
www.rockwellautomation.com/go/ftpc

>> PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Holistic Serialization for Anti-Counterfeiting Regulatory Compliance
Impending regulations across markets will require pharmaceutical,

the plant floor, the enterprise, supply-chain partners and the retail

medical device and consumer packaged goods manufacturers to

point of sale, and potentially, the customer.

trace products down to the individual saleable unit across the supply

The solution is designed for interoperability across every level.

chain. Rockwell Automation has introduced its new holistic serializa-

That includes integrating with different controllers, networks and

tion solution to help manufacturers comply with these regulations.

serialization devices on the production line, as well as with MES

Powered by PharmaSuite MES software from Rockwell Automation, the solution is fully integrated across all four enterprise and

and ERP systems at the site and enterprise levels.
As a standard solution, the system integrates into existing

control system levels

production lines to help minimize production interruptions and

of the ISA95 data

validation burdens. Rockwell Automation offers remote sup-

model. The solution

port capabilities, including real-time diagnostics monitoring and

taps the Microsoft

application-level support, to help minimize potential downtime for

Azure cloud-com-

this mission-critical asset.

puting platform to
seamlessly connect
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and share data. The

Holistic Serialization

data thread connects

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/holistic
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>> Hollow Bore Motors

>> In-Chassis PROFIBUS Interface

Encompass™ Product Partner Sto-

Encompass™ Product Partner ProSoft Technology offers an in-chassis

ber Drives announces its EZ/EZF

PROFIBUS interface at the cost of a gateway. The new PROFIBUS

family of Hollow Bore pipe drive

DPV1 Master and Slave modules for CompactLogix™ are designed

motors are now enabled to work

for convenience and functionality.

with the Allen-Bradley ® Kinetix®

The Master module integrates with Studio 5000™ using a

6500 drive from Rockwell Automation. The motors are designed for

sample Add-On Instruction (AOI), which reduces its configuration

use in high dynamic, precise application or direct-coupled to process

time. An autoscan feature helps reduce

rolls that need water, air or electrical passing through them.

configuration and startup times by scanning

The compact motors with large hollow bore feature Heidenhain

the PROFIBUS network and uploading the

Endat 2.2 encoders and offer direct connection to the Kinetix 6500

slave devices’ addresses and configura-

drive (motor files in v. 22 of Logix) for quick system integration.

tion information so the user doesn’t have to

The EZM ball screw motor family also offers direct connection to
Kinetix 6500 while providing the ability to drive a ball screw nut for

manually input the information.
A ComDTM module enables asset-man-

high performance ball screw applications. This motor interfaces with

agement software to remotely configure,

many standard metric flanged ball screws.

commission, maintain and diagnose your

Both families offer an optional internal brake. Liquid or forced air

fieldbus devices over their entire lifecycle. An SD card allows the user

cooling is available for more demanding applications.

to store configuration files, which can be used for disaster recovery.

STOBER Drives, Inc.

ProSoft Technology

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/p-stoberdrives

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/p-prosoft
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The Connected Enterprise

Demand

Connect your Enterprise.
Help improve your performance.
Increase customer satisfaction through integrating intelligent
operational assets with business systems. Top performers realize
heightened production visibility, enabling rapid adaptation and
response to evolving customer demand.

Top performers
achieve

95%
or higher ontime delivery*

Read the whitepaper:

www.rockwellautomation.com/go/unlock
Copyright © 2015 Rockwell Automation, Inc. All Rights Reserved. AD2014-43-US.
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Remote I/O™ and DH+™ Migration

No PLC code changes required.
DH+™ or

EtherNet/IP™

Allen-Bradley
Remote I/O™
PanelView™ Plus

PLC-5®
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